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Don’t puzzle what you see...
puzzle what Granny sees!
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Dear Puzzlers,
We hope you all had a safe and relaxing break over Summer. It certainly was one of our best summers in a long time
– did you manage to enjoy our fabulous beaches, wonderful walks or simply doing a puzzle? Our team can’t wait to
share our new product finds and our Holdson puzzle releases designed for kids of all ages during the coming year.
Our team want to pay tribute to the loss of a great man, Simon Holdsworth, our Managing Director who sadly passed
away last year in November 2020 after a prolonged illness. Many of our staff have worked alongside Simon for
more than 20 years. Words like mentor, great boss, good friend,
awesome storyteller, gregarious, quick witted, dynamic, proud,
demanding, knowledgeable and tireless are just some of their
comments. He is, and always will be our champion and we love him
to Pieces!

Editorial

As a result of Covid, the worldwide demand for jigsaw puzzles
has sky rocketed. As a Kiwi Company, we are proud to see that
demand for our New Zealand Made puzzles has also increased
both here and in Australia, our primary export market. Many
of you communicate with us as to whether you like our artwork
and puzzles and we love to hear from all our puzzlers with your
feedback.
In 2021, we will run more promotions and competitions via our
website, facebook and The Puzzler emails. To join in the fun visit
our website www.holdson.com and click on the Contact Us page to
have your email address added to our mail outs that feature new
releases and specials.

Happy Puzzling, The Holdson Team.
*Inspired during a chat over the puzzle in our office “ You know these pieces have to go in there somewhere!!”

MAKE YOUR JIGSAWS MORE PORTABLE WITH A

PUZZLE MATES

PORTAPUZZLE

PUZZLE & ROLL

The Porta Puzzle Board has a suede-like interior
which provides a non-slip board which can be worked
on anywhere! It provides a rigid work surface and
solves the problem of moving and storing complete or
incomplete jigsaw puzzles just by closing it like a book.
The Porta Puzzle Board fits Holdson 500pc and 1000pc
puzzles. Dimensions approx: 760 x 530mm.

The Puzzle & Roll is the ideal puzzle accessory for piecing
together, storing and transporting your jigsaw puzzles up
to 1500 pieces (90x60cm). Start building the jigsaw on the
specially designed puzzling felt mat. When you are ready to
store the jigsaw puzzle away, you assemble the cardboard
cylinders and roll the felt mat around the cylinder and
fasten this with the straps provided.

(Jigsaw puzzle NOT included)

(Jigsaw puzzle NOT included)
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Wasgij is the hilarious puzzle concept where the image on the box is
simply a clue to the puzzle inside. Only the puzzle holds the answer!
Woah…there’s been a hold-up and they’ve been forced to stop aside. But how different would today’s
world be if you (unfortunately) got pulled over? Try to imagine what this scene would look like in modern

Wasgij Destiny – 1000pc

day, the vehicles would have changed, but what else might of? This is the scene you will have to puzzle.

Highway Hold-Up!

Don’t puzzle what you see… puzzle the future!
Visit us online at www.holdson.com Freephone: 0800
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Home Sweet Home Series 3 – 1000pc

Coastside Home

ABOUT T HE ARTIST
It has been said that you either become an artist, or you are born one. David
Maclean was born one. David a digital artist for the past 12 years, and a
traditional artist for the 25 years previous to that, currently lives among the
vineyards and orchards with his wife of over 30 years, Maryse, and they
have 3 grown children. David is represented by one of the world’s leading art
licensing agencies (based in London, England) and has quickly become one of
the most requested artists over the past year. His artwork can now be found
all over the world.
David’s mother shares a vivid memory of picking him up after his first day of
school, only to take him directly to an art supply store. She had seen what
he’d created in class, all bright-eyed and proud, and knew she must help him
pursue his talent. Ask her and she will say, “This was his destiny, he was an
artist.” And so it was. The first David M Gallery opened in 2017, featuring
both his work and the work of his wife, Maryse, who creates custom
jewellery art.

Harbor House

Lake Boathouse

Seawall Walk
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A BOUT T HE ARTISTS
Andrew Farley showed artistic promise from an early age, further developing
his skill at university. He first started his career producing album cover sleeves
for EMI records featuring famous personalities from the music world.
He then went on to join MGL, where he became one of Europe’s leading
commercial illustrators. His work combines photographic realism with romantic
fantasy. His images appear on products all over the world.
Aimee Stewart is a self taught artist, photographer and writer who has music
in her soul and daydreams in her blood, she lives life as one giant creative
endeavor.
By 2005, she had made the leap from simple graphics to experimental photomanipulation. Since then, Aimee has excelled in erasing the lines between
‘digital’ art and ‘traditional’ art, until only the inspired creation remains. Her
works have been published in numerous magazines throughout the world,
allowing her to work with wonderfully diverse clientele.

Happy Vibes – Aimee Stewart

Vintage Birdwatcher – Aimee Stewart

Viva Le Vinyl – Aimee Stewart
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Treats ‘n Treasures Series 3 – 1000pc

1960’s Flower Power
– Andrew Farley

Just Living Life – 1000pc

Festival Season

ABOUT T HE ARTIST
Emma Joustra is from the world renowned Potteries and lives and works in
Stone, Staffordshire, UK.
She developed her style using skills picked up art directing during a brief spell
in advertising, bringing ideas to life with marker pens and drawing story boards.
Emma also spent a year making etchings. She has moved from one of the most
traditional art processes to embracing twenty-first century art technology. Her
pictures are all sketched, inked, then coloured with a digital pen.
Emma’s work has licensed on to jigsaw puzzles and ceramics and she creates
large scale murals which hang in hospitals and cafes.
Emma particularly loves drawing for jigsaws, as she squeezes in as much detail
as possible to give the puzzler lots of interest and clues to hook into.
From vapour trails in the sky, to birds and tiny insects in overhanging leaves,
Emma strives to make every piece challenging and fun.

Ski

Somewhere in Yorkshire

Summer Breeze
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Squawks & Sails

Tower for a Tabby

Teatime Meadow
Coming soon to a store near you in April 2021
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Window Wonderland – 1000pc

Lilacs & Swans

The English Village Series 3 – 500pc XL

Baker’s Delivery

ABOUT T HE ARTIST
After leaving Bradford Art College in 1979, with a Diploma in Art &
Design, Trevor Mitchell began his career as a trainee art director at a
London advertising agency. It was illustrating for greeting card publishers
that rekindled his childhood love of painting. Although he kept up with
the times by acquiring computer skills and an Apple Mac, it became his
burning ambition to earn a living from full time painting.
Today, Trevor’s paintings can be found reproduced on prints, cards, jigsaw
puzzles and collector plates all over the world. His favourite subjects
always recreate the past on canvas, reflecting his interest in steam and
vintage vehicles and his love of the countryside. He is well known for his
nostalgic farming scenes.

Farm Services

Passing the Smithy

The Police House
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XL Pieces
Actual Size

Dragon Attack

Hadlow Mare & Foal

Panda Valley

Tiger Cubs

Toadstool Brook
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Gallery Series 7 – 300pc XL

Easy Pick
and Place

Koala & Kangaroos

Sloths

Pandas

Scratch With Fuzzy Sticks

Avenir

Avenir scratch is more than just scratch, it's great fun and builds manual dexterity skills too!

Sewing My First Doll
Kids will love creating small stuffed animal pals
with these sewing kits. Easy to stitch
with pre-punched felt pieces,
embroidery thread
and stuffing.

Koala with Heart

Loopie Fun
My First
Plush Bag
These Loopie
Fun kits allow
kids to make
their very
own adorable
plush bag.
Bear

Bunny

Fox

Mom and Baby Panda

3D Decoration

Koala

Panda

Bear

Fox

Bunny

Deer

Avenir

A range of fun activities that
stimulate the mind and contribute
to every child's developmental &
learning skills.

On The Go Activity Books

Magical Water Painting

Little Bugs

My First Quilling Art

Little Bugs

Unicorn

Little Bugs

Create Your Own

Create Your Own Light Box Scratch

CRAFT & SCIENCE ACTIVITIES
FOR CREATIVE KIDS
CRAFT

Green Science
Paper Making

Kidz Maker
Fairy Light Bulb

Creative young minds
have unlimited design and
decoration possibilities
exploring intricate details
and different projects.

3D Mould & Paint
Unicorns

KIDZ ROBOTIX

Snail Robot

KIDZ LABS

Octopus Robotic Claw

Wacky Robot

Giant Magnetic Compass
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